
Brand guidelines v1.0



Welcome to v1.0 of our new HP Inc. brand guidelines. This is a pivotal 
year for our new company and the role of brand is critical in accelerating 
our business. 

These guidelines are intended to highlight the core elements and 
building blocks of our brand –our narrative, our new brand line and 
operating system, use of typography, photography and the important 
uses of color. This is v1.0 of a living document that will be followed by 
more comprehensive guidelines and insights in the coming year.  

Introduction



The building blocks of our brand
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Iconography

Updated iconography in phase 2 guidelines, use existing assets in the interim.

Color palette

Typography

HP Simplified Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

HP blue
(Primary blue)

Blue range
(Supporting blues)

Secondary range
(Accents)

Logo lock-up

Photography
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HP.
Established in 1939.
Reinvented in 2015.

We are creating a new 
operating system for our 
brand – reinventing our 
products, our behavior, 
our processes, and
our future. 



Create technology that makes life 
better for everyone, everywhere.

Engineer experiences that amaze.
Mission: 

Vision: 



HP is on the 
precipice, starting to 

reinvent itself

Millennials and
IT decision makers are 

owning reinvention

Culture is at a moment of 
reinvention

Keep Reinventing, in a snapshot



Operating system – our brand



Our brand

Keep Reinventing

In an ever-changing, connected world, 
HP keeps reinventing itself, its technologies, 
and what tomorrow holds so industries, 
communities, and individuals can keep 
reinventing how they operate, ideate, and 
create what matters most to them.



Keep Reinventing
The operating system of HP

In an ever-changing, connected world, HP keeps reinventing itself, its technologies and what tomorrow holds so industries, 
Communities and individuals can keep reinventing how they operate, ideate, and create what matters the most to them.

Visionary drivers
Our forward-thinking outlook on the future of technology and the world

Company truths 
Our differentiating culture, assets and behaviors

Technology proof points
Our concrete way of advancing possibilities

Blended reality Democratized creation Adaptive technology

Strive to amaze Experienced pioneer Excellence through collaboration

Make ideas real Unparalleled inventiveness Practical engineering



Our brand platform

Note: Transcreations of vision/mission available on the Experience Center portal

Create technology that makes life better for everyone, everywhere

Mission
(How we will achieve our vision)

Our brand line
(Our operating system) 

Our values
(Who we are)

Engineer experiences that amaze

Keep Reinventing

• Enthusiasm, agility, and ownership

• Uncompromising integrity

• Trust and respect

Vision
(Our aspiration for the future)

• Results through teamwork

• Meaningful innovation

• Focus on customers, partners, 
and the communities we serve

• Results through teamwork

• Meaningful innovation

• Focus on customers, partners, 
and the communities we serve



Keep Reinventing – usage



Our brand line will be used in English globally, unless it is legally or 
culturally required to be translated. All versions have logo lock-ups 
available on the Experience Center. 

The following guidance will help to maintain a level of protection for 
Keep Reinventing to prevent overuse and wear-out. We must ensure 
that this language means something when it’s used, and not treated 
as a generic tag for any/all communications. 

Our
brand line



Any materials that feature the Keep Reinventing lock-up and/or language must 
answer all of the following five questions: 

1. What are we reinventing?

2. What is the role of the HP product in the creative?

3. Is Keep Reinventing the only way we could have signed/finished this creative?

4. Does this trigger a highly emotional response, and if so what is it?

5. How are we reinventing the way we bring this campaign to life? 
(context/comms approach)

Usage filters



• New product category or reinvention of a product 

category

• Unique technological advancement

• New or significantly improved process or system 

affecting how we operate and what we make

• New way in which HP functions within the global 

community

When we talk about who we are and
what we do, and it meets one of the 

following criteria

When to use Keep Reinventing 

When we talk about the impact we have on 
our customers and culture and one of the 

following criteria is met

• HP products/services driving a transformative 

moment, big or small

• A significant improvement on our customers 

business/category (e.g., productivity, process 

improvement)

• A significant shift in culture, driven by our technology 

and how our customers use it



Keep Reinventing in sample scenarios

• Corporate campaign that highlights a company-wide 
innovation story

• Tradeshow booth that showcasing product innovations

• NPI’s which mark a new category or reinvention of 
a category

– PageWide technology is a new category of printing which 
challenges the limits and tradeoffs of conventional printing

– Multi Jet Fusion technology revolutionizes 3D printing

– Immersive computing (Sprout) is a new category that 
blends digital and physical worlds

• New logistics system which drives efficiencies in the 
supply chain

• Commitment to equal pay for women, worldwide

Company, portfolio, and products examples

• Consumer or commercial campaigns where product 
innovation is a catalyst to a reinvention story

– A woman realizes she has lost her creativity until HP 
technology inspires her to encourage creativity in her 
daughters life

– A real customer who’s using HP technology to improve 
their life, pursuits or business

• Demonstrating how PageWide allows you to reset the 
expectations of what your business can do

• Employees of a company using HP to change the way 
they live and work

When we talk about our impact on 
customers and culture



Keep Reinventing should not be used if the communication is not telling a reinvention 
or transformation story. We do not want to overuse it or associate it with everything. 

Examples include:

• Investor relations comms not specific to a reinvention story

• Press releases on new hires

• Corporate events absent a reinvention story

• Product showcase not highlighting a reinvented product or reinvention story 

• Communications focused on sales, discounts, or bargains

• Informational communications like manuals

• At retail unless supporting a Keep Reinventing advertising campaign

• Product badging, packaging or brand merchandise

• As an arbitrary hashtag not tied to a Keep Reinventing campaign, product, or story

• In the footer of templates (PowerPoint, Word, etc.)

• On every page of a presentation deck

• Email signatures

When our brand 
line should not

be used



Keep Reinventing – copy guidance



Usage

• Keep Reinventing should be used as 
punctuation to a thought (sign-off), 
not a narrative element

• HP. Keep Reinventing. may be used 
in appropriate context, e.g., a sign-
off in an appropriate all-text 
marketing communication 

• Keep Reinventing is not to be used 
as a standalone headline or as part 
of any headline component

Formatting

• Keep Reinventing should always be in 
initial caps case 
(e.g., capital “K” and capital “R”). 

• In social media hashtags, the brand 
line should be written as 
“#KeepReinventing”

Copy guidance
Keep Reinventing should most often be seen in the logo lock-up format. In rare 
cases where we need to reference it in copy, please use the following guidance. 
This is for copy only and does not apply to verbal.



Our brand line is a proprietary asset 
and must be protected. Please do not 
use it in the following ways: 

• Keep reinventing (sentence case) 

• keep reinventing (all lowercase) or 
KEEP REINVENTING (all uppercase)

• HP keep reinventing, HP Keep 
reinventing, HP Keep Reinventing

• Keep reinventing HP, Keep 
Reinventing HP, keep reinventing HP

• KR or K.R. (initial)

Our brand line should never be used in 
its entirety as part of a sentence or 
longer phrase. Examples include:

• “HP keeps reinventing the workplace.”

• “At HP we will keep reinventing our 
printers.”

• “Keep reinventing yourself.”

Copy guidance 
misuses



Using part of 
our brand line 

and 
complementary 

language

Our brand line is a proprietary asset and must be protected. We do not want to overuse 
parts of our brand line. Brand-level campaigns are an exception and may be building 
on the theme of Keep Reinventing.

Misuses include:

• Overusing “Keep” or using it in multiple succession (e.g., “Keep printing,” “Keep inventing,”
“Keep creating”)

• Overuse of “Reinventing” or using it in multiple succession (e.g., “Reinventing pumpkin pie,” “Reinventing 
yourself”)

• Using “Reinvent_______” in multiple succession (e.g., “Reinvent Mondays,” “Reinvent accessories”)

For complementary language, the overarching rule is the language should be prominently featured. 
Only one approach can be used. All instances must be signed off with the Keep Reinventing logo lock-up.

“Reinvent ________.” or “_________ reinvented.”

• Should appear in either the headline or sign-off within the creative

• “Reinvent _______” should never be used in multiples or as a grouping. One “Reinvent _______”
is all that’s needed.

“We’ve reinvented ________ so you can reinvent _________.”

• This copy highlights the product reinvention and benefit of that reinvention to the customer

• Should appear in the headline or body copy of the creative



Photography

Visual identity guidance



Photography plays a critical role in our brand identity. It allows us to show our 
products in action and celebrate the people who engineer and use them.

Guiding principles for expressing our brand through the imagery we choose :

Be authentic. Achieve through natural body language, genuine emotion and real 
environments. People should be engaged in imagining, creating or celebrating the 
things they’ve created.

Showcase creativity and invention in all relevant forms.

HP should have a clear, functional role in the imagery. Ensure images tie into 
messaging and tell a clear story of how the product enables the reinvention.

Own the color blue. As we outline in more detail in this document, blue is a critical 
element to our brand identity and using it as a consistent visual thread in imagery.

By adhering to the these principles, we can create inspiring imagery. The use cases 
should feel aspirational, but authentic and believable. What follows are a range of 
examples.

Photography –
our principles 2

3

4

1



1
Be authentic. Achieve through natural body language, genuine emotion 
and real environments. People should be engaged in imagining, creating or 
celebrating the things they’ve created.

Photography –
our principles



2 Showcase creativity and invention in all relevant forms.

Photography –
our principles



3 HP should have a clear, functional role in the imagery. Ensure images tie into 
messaging and tell a clear story of how the product enables the reinvention.

Photography –
our principles



3
Own the color blue. As we outline in more detail in this document, blue is a 
critical element to our brand identity and using it as a consistent visual thread 
in imagery.

Photography –
our principles



Lighting – Do not manipulate the lighting in a 
photo to an unnatural amount of 
blue. 

Filter – Do not apply a blue filter over an image 
as it will oversaturate the image in an 
unnatural blue.

Styling – Do not style the majority of elements 
to be blue.

Photography – misuse of blue
Although the color blue serves as a consistent visual thread throughout 

our imagery, care should be taken in not over-saturating photography 
with blue in lighting, filter, or styling.



Photography – do not’s
The people within our images should feel creative and imaginative.

Every image should inspire customers to create something.

Mood – Do not use images where the subject is 
not creating anything nor inspirational.

Authenticity – Do not use images that seem 
overly staged.

Dull – Do not use images where the subject is not 
creatively interacting with HP products.



Logo lock-up

Visual identity guidance



The Keep Reinventing lock-up is a graphic symbol that unites HP’s communications. 

There are two lock-ups that can be used; reference the examples in the following 

pages to ascertain which lock-up works best for your usage.

We have transcreated our brand line in French and Chinese (Simplified) and logo 

lock-ups of these are available on the Experience Center. These should only be used 

when it is legally or culturally required. 

Logo
lock-up



Logo lock-up – horizontal
Preferred version

Note: Minimum size requirements to come in V2.0. Legibility of Keep Reinventing required.



Clearspace – Always leave an X 

amount of space around the 

logo to protect legibility. X is 

equal to half the width and 

height of the HP logo. The 

clearspace area must be free 

of copy, graphic elements, and 

high-contrast imagery 

elements.

The horizontal lock-up is 

preferred. In cases where the 

horizontal lock-up does not 

work with a layout or loses its 

impact, use the vertical lock-

up. Clearspace rules around 

the vertical lock-up are on the 

page following this one.

HP logo Keep Reinventing wordmark

Logo lock-up – clearspace



Logo lock-up – vertical

Note: Minimum size requirements to come in V2.0. Legibility of Keep Reinventing required.
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Logo lock-up – vertical usage

There are two versions of the 

vertical lock-up. In cases where 

the vertical lock-up needs to be 

smaller than 1.5 inches wide, 

the small version of the lock-up 

should be used. In all other cases, 

the main version is to be used. 

Please find both versions in 

provided assets. 

Small versionMain version

1.5 inches



Logo lock-up – clearspace

Clearspace – Always leave an X 

amount of space around the 

logo to protect legibility. X is 

equal to half the width and 

height of the HP logo. The 

clearspace area must be free 

of copy, graphic elements, and 

high-contrast imagery 

elements.

HP logo

Keep Reinventing wordmark



On white background

On photography

Logo lock-up – usage (full color logo)
The full color logo can be place on a white background or on light 

colored photography. Please note that these same logo lock-up 
usage rules also apply to the vertical lock-up.



Colors
Do not place the full 
color logo on colored 
background.

Visibility 
Do not obscure the logo 
over an image where it 
cannot be seen clearly.

Logo lock-up – misuses (full color logo) Please note that these same logo lock-up 
usage rules also apply to the vertical lock-up.



Colors
Do not place the 
white logo on color 
not within the color 
palette nor on colored 
backgrounds that 
compromise legibility.

Visibility
Do not obscure the 
logo over an image 
where it cannot be 
seen clearly.

Logo lock-up – misuses (white logo) Please note that these same logo lock-up 
usage rules also apply to the vertical lock-up.



Please note that these misuse examples apply to all versions of the logo 
lock-up. Never create lock-ups outside of defined logos provided.

Do not apply transparency to the 
lock-up

Do not use on a busy background Do not swap colors of the logo 
components

Do not stretch or skew Do not rotate Do not separate the lock-up Do not swap the logo components

Do not use drop shadow

Logo lock-up – general misuses



Typography

Visual identity guidance



We want our typography to feel simple, clear and purposeful. 

Our type principles are designed to complement our photography 
principles, working together to tell a clear reinvention story.

Typography



Typography – typeface
The HP Simplified typeface was custom created for HP to use for all advertising, brand, and marketing materials.
HP Simplified Light should be used for headline, subhead, and body copy.

HP Simplified Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz



Typography – typeface
The HP Simplified typeface was custom created for HP to use for all advertising, brand and marketing materials.
HP Simplified Light should be used for headline, subhead, and body copy.

HP Simplified Light Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz



Typography – typeface
HP Simplified Regular should only be used when HP Simplified Light is not legible. Do not use for emphasis, highlighting, 
or intensity.

HP Simplified Regular 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz



Body copy should also be sentence case and be sized relative 
to the layout and the headline. Further detail will be provided 
in the full guidelines regarding the formats.

Typography – sentence case

Headlines should always be written 
in sentence case to feel friendly, 
welcoming.



Color palette

Visual identity guidance



We have developed a color palette that complements our hero 
HP blue. The secondary colors are intended to complement 
the use of photography and product imagery. Please select 
colors from the palette based on the photography you are 
using to ensure color is complementary and aligned to our 
brand look, feel and tone.

Color 
palette



Color palette – giving blue meaning

Blue is the foundation of our color palette. We 
are known for blue and the color is symbolic of 
our Keep Reinventing tone.

Blue suggests limitless possibilities and potential 
and it evokes a sense of openness and clarity. 
Blue should be a consistent visual thread that 
helps hang the HP brand together.



Color palette – supporting colors
If our primary brand color is a visualization of the 
blue sky thinking required to Keep Reinventing, 
then our supporting colors should evoke the sky as 
the sun rises and sets in our ideation. 

The colors are influenced by the sky’s natural shifts 
in color. This ensures our brand doesn’t feel cold or 
one-dimensional. Secondary colors also allow us 
to create unique color palettes influenced by 
product attributes so each product range can be 
easily distinguished from each other. 



HP blue

(Primary blue)

Blue range

(Supporting blues)

Secondary

(Accents)

Blue is our primary color, we 
always use blue. If you need an 
accent color, please choose 
from the secondary palette 
below.

Note: FULL COLOR STRATEGY TO COME IN V2.0

Color palette

PMS
2925 C

RGB
01/150/214

CMYK
90/11/0/0

HEX
#0096D6

PMS
319 C

PMS
306 C

PMS
3015 C

CMYK
65/0/23/0

CMYK
77/25/0/0

CMYK
95/71/0/0

RGB
33/204/209

RGB
0/179/227

RGB
18/89/161

HEX
#21CCD1

HEX
#00B3E3

HEX
#1159A0

PMS
7413 C

PMS
143 C

PMS
106 C

CMYK
0/59/92/0

CMYK
0/37/89/0

CMYK
0/0/84/0

RGB
233/130/51

RGB
240/169/59

RGB
250/225/71

HEX
#E88233

HEX
#EFA83A

HEX
#F9E047

PMS
7641 C

PMS
703 C

PMS
198 C

CMYK
30/94/65/24

CMYK
20/92/58/0

CMYK
0/88/48/0

RGB
146/41/65

RGB
192/56/84

RGB
235/68/100

HEX
#91283F

HEX
#BF3854

HEX
#EA4463

PMS
7672 C

PMS
526 C

PMS
513 C

CMYK
86/90/0/0

CMYK
71/92/0/0

CMYK
38/92/1/0

RGB
75/64/150

RGB
107/58/151

RGB
165/56/148

HEX
#4B3F96

HEX
#6B3A96

HEX
#A53894



Resources and next steps



Resources and next steps

• Vision and mission 
statements

- Transcreation of the vision 
and mission in 
select languages

- Reinventors video

• Brand line and logo lock-ups 

- English, French and Chinese

• Expanded color palette

• PowerPoint templates

Available now

• HP.com/go/brand

• Help desk: 
hpexperience@hp.com

HP Experience Center

• Minimum size requirements 
for Keep Reinventing logo 
lock-up

• Voice/tone guidance

• Color strategy

• Layouts and grid systems

• Partner and co-brand usage 
guidelines for Keep 
Reinventing

Coming soon



Appendix

Visual identity guidance



Brand videos
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Reinventor video

Brand manifesto video



Photography rights

Note: Digital Presentation, Intranet, Up to 100k distribution, No Broadcast, Worldwide.

Rights in perpetuity Royalty Free Rights managed/guidelines use only Miscellaneous

1 year global/no broadcast

1 year global/no broadcast

1 year global

Unlimited internal
+ 2 years global/no broadcast



Contacts

Brand strategy team: Cynthia Baker (cynthia.a.baker@hp.com)
Includes architecture, naming, brand management

Brand activation and engagement team: Victoria Baumgart (victoria.naffier@hp.com)
Includes visual identity, brand education, HP Experience Center, branded events, HP environment spaces, 
internal branding, video, infographics

Brand imagery and assets team: Amy Burditt (amy.burditt@hp.com)
Includes photography and iconography

Packaging strategy and design team: Andrea Bell-Matthews
(andrea.bell-matthews@hp.com)

Assets: https://h10014.www1.hp.com/hpweb/login.aspx?attempturl=/hpweb/

experience/index.asp

https://h10014.www1.hp.com/hpweb/login.aspx?attempturl=/hpweb/experience/index.asp



